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Introducing the I Spy Reader Collection! Four bestselling I Spy readers in one collection,

paper-over-board, 6 x 9, and priced and $6.99!Four amazing I Spy readers, bound in a 6 x 9

paper-over-board format, featuring the picture riddles of Jean Marzollo and the stunning

photography of Walter Wick!This bind-up includes:I Spy Funny TeethI Spy a Dinosaur's EyeI Spy a

School BusI Spy a Scary Monster
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We already owned two of the I Spy books in this compilation, but considering the price of this 4-in-1

book was cheaper than even two separate paperback books, it was well worth getting the repeats,

especially since the book is a really nice hardback that should last us for a long time. My two year

old LOVES these I Spy Reader 1 books and this made for a nice long airplane ride distraction.

Cute book but the small size doesn't allow the book to stay open on it's own and it's not very

challenging. My 4 year old blows through it. I would recommend it for 2-5 year olds. It would be way

to easy for anyone older. I like that it's easy for pre readers to do on their own.

My 5 year old son loves I Spy, so the Easter bunny brought him this collection of 4 I Spy books in



one volume. He is a beginning reader, and the pictures next to the words help to reinforce his

reading skills. That said, the searches are pretty easy for him. His 3 year old sister breezes through

them quickly as well using the pictures in the list. They like to race to see who can find the objects

fastest, but they have both mastered the entire volume since Easter, just over a week ago.

I read reviews before buying and I wish more people would have commented on how EASY this

book is for a 4 year old. This book would have been great when my son was two years old. He's

now almost 5 and this book was just not challenging at all.

Fun book for my 5 year old grand daughter and I to enjoy together. Besides finding the objects, it is

GREAT as she is learning to read and can learn new words and have fun finding the items.It IS only

one book, and is not the larger books my own children used to have.All in all, a fun book. I would not

recommend this for children over 7 or so, as the objects are pretty easy for my 5 year old grand

daughter to find!

Our family loves that this is 5 books in one! These books are so much fun for kids. This version is

for younger children that do not yet read. The pictures of the "hidden" items is on the left and the

scene is on the right. Younger children can easily navigate through this book on their own, while

also lending fun to spot hidden items together. This book particularly has lots of variety in scenes

because it is five books in one.

My 2 year old spends hours reading this book. I like that it is 4 books in 1 and keeps her entertained

for hours. The pages are sturdy for little fingers and most objects are not really hard to find. A great

tool for learning if you do it with the little ones. We say the color of the object and what it is. She

loves to find everything in this one.

My little boy loves this book. Its the same pictures you will see in the big I Spy books, but zoomed in

with fewer objects to find. Its well suited for my 3 year old boy. This is his favorite book in church,

though the excited "I found it" isn't very reverent.
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